
 

 

 

 

 

 

Choose the word that has a different stressed syllable from the rest. 

1. A. barefoot  B. seatbelt   C. downhill   D. public 

2. A. responsible B. conditioner  C. decisive  D. payment 

Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently. 

3. A. self-reliant B. develop  C. respect  D. hygiene 

4. A. valuable  B. quality  C. shampoo  D. bacteria 

Choose the best option (A, B, C, D) to complete each of the following sentences. 

5. To ensure safety, passengers must _________ their seatbelts once they get in the car.  

A. fasten                B. fastened                C. cross                 D. forget  

6. Although we rushed to the train station, we  _________ the train.  

A. catch                B. miss                      C. caught              D. missed  

7. We realized our car tires were flat. Unfortunately, we had to _____ because we _____ from anyone.  

A. walked on barefoot/got a lift  B. walk on barefoot/didn’t got a lift 

C. walk on barefoot/didn’t get a lift  D. didn’t walk on barefoot/get a lift  

8. I would love to _____ myself ____ Vietnamese culture because I am curious about the country. 

A. cut/off from        B. immerse/in            C. cut/off                     D. immerse with  

9. If you’re afraid of heights, you shouldn’t travel on a ______.  

A. cable car             B. bus                         C. train                        D. dirt track  

10. Anna: ‘Can we get to the destination by ______ transport?’ - Bob: ‘Definitely, you can go by bus. It 

only costs 5 dollars’  

A. private                B. free                         C. public                      D. dangerous  

11. You have grown up now. It’s high time you __________ more responsible.  

A. have  B. had   C. become  D. became 

12. Do you have a __________? I need to fix my hair. 

A. deodorant   B. credit card  C. comb  D. toothbrush 

13. My brother was __________ to beat me in our video game. 

A. decisive  B. personal  C. responsible  D. determined 

14. She wants to __________ more money; her salary now is not enough to raise her children. 

A. save  B. pay   C. earn   D. spend 

15. Kids, you had better __________ if you want mum to take you to the park. 

A. behave  B. behaved  C. have behaved D. being behaved 

Give the correct form of each word in brackets.  
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16. My older brother is _________ to move out, but my parents don't think he is independent enough. 

(DETERMINE) 

17. They say he doesn't take __________ for his own laundry or preparing his own meals. (RESPONSIBLE) 

18. __________ is a valuable quality that parents should teach their teenagers instead of doing everything for them. 

(DEPENDENT) 

19. The time I spent in India and Zambia were the hardest and most ________ of my life. (REWARD) 

20. By cutting us off from everything that has previously been familiar to us, travel challenges our _______ and 

makes us see the world in new ways. (BELIEVE) 

Read the text and choose the correct answer, A, B or C. 

Lost passport 

Last year, I won some money in a TV competition. It wasn't enough to (21) ______ the Atlantic, but the 

prize was sufficient for me and my boyfriend, Adrian, to go on a cruise. We both hoped that the 10-day 

cruise in the Baltic Sea would be a very (22) ______ experience. 

Everything was perfect until the fourth day. We were returning from a walk around Malmö, when Adrian 

realised his passport was missing. He would take it with him at all times normally, so it was a bit strange. 'I 

(23) ______ it in the cabin. I'm sure, Adrian said convinced. Unfortunately, the passport wasn't there. 

The embassy didn't have good news: without a passport, my boyfriend couldn't continue the cruise. We 

collected our belongings and looked for a (24) ______. We didn't want to spend much money, but we didn't 

have a tent, either. 

Adrian's new passport was ready the following day, so we caught a train to Stockholm, the next stop of the 

cruise. We reached our (25) ______ just in time to board the ship before it left for Tallinn in Estonia. 

21. A. fasten   B. get   C. cross 

22. A. sparkling                  B. memorable  C. unexpected 

23. A. must have left           B. could leave  C. may have left 

24. A. campsite                   B. youth hostel C. three-star hotel 

25. A. location   B. destination  C. reservation 

Read the text and choose the best option to answer the questions. 

This course is exceptional. Why? Because the greatest advice from professionals and extremely successful 

people has been compiled into this course on four of the most important life skills needed to succeed in 

today's quickly changing world. This course covers guidance as well as the scientific basis. The objectives 

are below: 

1. Goal-setting - Students will learn the importance of having a goal in life by regularly creating, updating, 

and following a plan to attain both long-term and short-term goals. They will also learn how to create goals 

that provide focus, motivation, and verifiable progress. 

2. Networking - A majority of people are aware that a person's career success may be greatly impacted by 

their network. Having the ability to network will not only help them get a job more quickly, but it will also 



 

 

provide them with a competitive advantage throughout their whole career. Students will learn how to create 

and maintain a network of peers and business leaders in this segment, which will help them as they advance 

their careers. 

3. Accepting mistakes and Growing from them -The most successful people have demonstrated that 

experiencing failures early is the key to success. The secret is standing up after failing and continuing on. 

Students will discover why failure is acceptable, why it's crucial to make an attempt to learn from failure, 

and how to record this process. 

4. Happiness and Mental Health - An increasing number of colleges are now providing courses that are 

designed to help students live happier lives. Although today's pupils are better educated and well-rounded 

than those in past generations, they appear to be much less resilient. Students will learn scientifically 

validated methods to help them achieve their goal of living happier, more fulfilling lives in this course 

section. 

26. Whose advice has been incorporated into developing the course? 

A. workers   B. successful people  C. professional sport people 

27. What kind of goals should be created by students in the course? 

A. long-term goals  B. short-term goals  C. both A and B 

28. What does it mean by 'networking' in the text? 

A. getting a lot of money B. having a lot of contacts C. achieving a lot of goals 

29. Why is failure important? 

A. Because it helps to prevent another failure. 

B. Because it helps students to reflect and grow. 

C. Because it helps students to reduce the cost of study. 

30. In what way does the course help students' mental health? 

A. It helps them to feel happier. 

B. It helps them to be more educated. 

C. It helps them to become more resilient. 

Rearrange the given words to make complete sentences. Do not change the given words. 

31. I / shampoo / makes / to / change / dry. / my / hair / because / my / need / it / so 

→ _____________________________________________________________________. 

32. her / She / brother / her / have / blamed / favourite / to / mug. / broken 

→ _____________________________________________________________________. 

33. relations / I / social / find / especially / quite / outgoing. / building / not / hard / you / when / are 

→ _____________________________________________________________________. 

Rewrite the second sentences so that they mean the same as the first ones. 

34. They said “We have all received our scores for the test”. 

→ They said ______________________________. 



 

 

35. It is time for you to stop being lazy and start doing your homework. 

→ It is time you _____________________________. 

Listen to a conversation between a presenter and a guest. Listen carefully and choose the correct options. 

You will hear the recording twice.  

36. What is the work–life balance like in traditional workplaces? 

A. Work lives and private lives are clearly divided. 

B. People work too much overtime and so they have no private life. 

C. People are free to manage the balance themselves. 

D. Private lives are more important than work lifes.  

37. How often do people do overtime? 

A. Often.    B. They don't.   C. Always.  D. Sometimes. 

38. In traditional workplaces, when do people? 

A. In the office.  B. At weekends.  C. When on holiday. D. At home.   

39. Which of the following do private lives NOT include? 

A. Family and friends  B. Interests   C. Colleagues.  D. Sports 

40. How has technology helped people work with more flexibility? 

A. Their working hours can be easily tracked. 

B. They can send and receive emails from their phones from home. 

C. They can exchange work with their colleagues more easily. 

D. Robots can do their work for them. 

-----------------------THE END----------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


